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High Desert Gallery
Opens in Bend

CEO: The Toughest
Job
C

igh Desert Gallery of Central Oregon,
a fine art and custom picture framing
by ANN
gallery, announces
the GOLDEN
expansion and
opening of High Desert Frameworks! The
1,210 square feet retail custom picture framing gallery is located at 431 NW Franklin Avenue at Lava in downtown Bend.
High Desert Frameworks! will host their first
Bend First Friday Art Gallery Walk on Friday,
June 5, 5-9pm and feature fused glass by Oregon artist, Jenelle Lynn Kathan, refreshments
and lively conversation.
“High Desert Frameworks! is key to our Central Oregon expansion and will complement
our retail art galleries in Redmond and Sisters
as well as our new gallery scheduled to open
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CEO: The Toughest Job

in the Oxford Hotel this summer,” states Myrna
Dow, owner of High Desert Gallery.
“Our Frameworks!
EGLÉ,
MCC location will provide all services of a custom picture framing gallery including on site manufacturing, conservation custom
picture framing, consultation, design, layout and
installation services. Additionally, we'll represent
Pacific Northwest artists working in three dimensional glass, clay, silver, wood and other mediums. We are excited about the opportunities that
Bend brings us and are looking forward to partnering with its art and business communities.”
High Desert Frameworks! is open Monday
through Friday 10am to 5:30pm and Saturday
10am to 2pm. www.highdesertgallery.com or
541/647-2191.

by ANN GOLDEN EGLÉ, MCC

EOs behaving badly
these entities have their own
has been a popular meagenda and expectations of
dia focus recently. Yes,
this top leader. Each wants
some are self centered and
to feel important in the eyes
have made poor decisions.
of the CEO.
Is there a position within any
Imagine having so many
organization where the same
individuals
demanding
cannot be said?
your full attention, in the
moment, often without the
Due to having worked
courtesy of an appointment.
closely with CEOs for deIf those individuals are not
cades, my experience is difAnn Golden
satisfied, a CEO’s words can
ferent. I see individuals who
Eglé
easily be misinterpreted and
are willing to take on the
that word spreads quickly.
role of a Chief Executive Officer for a company as heroes.
Even though most CEOs are masterful
CEOs are not invincible. They are bril- communicators, they are often misquotliant, accomplished, human beings trying ed. If an administrative assistant makes
to do what’s best for their organization.
a comment-in-passing, it’s an interestThere’s a reason why Amazon.com lists ing comment; if a CEO makes a comover 2,000 products regarding leader- ment-in-passing, it’s considered a direcship. At any level, leadership is a tough tive. All eyes are on the CEO; whereas,
proposition. Being where the buck stops fewer eyes (and thus judgments) are on
can be exhilarating, but is many times the assistant.
quite painful.
Everyone is challenged today. Why not
I invite you to imagine stepping into cut your CEO (or a CEO you may be judgyour CEO’s shoes. Consider what it takes ing too quickly) some slack? Ask what
to make the excruciating decisions they you can do for them rather than focusing
are faced with in this economic climate. upon what they can do (or haven’t done)
To save the company, many top leaders for you.
have had to lay off loyal workers, some of
How can you ease their pressure; what
whom have become friends and trusted projects can you step up on? When was
colleagues.
the last time you thanked them for taking
People who don’t see the company’s on such a tough role and for all that they
total financial picture may consider these do to make your company a success?
cuts to be cruel and unjust. “They sit in
Out of the deep respect I’ve gained for
that big office making decisions that se- talented, dedicated CEOs. I’d suggest a
verely affect me. They don’t understand national ‘Hug your CEO Day’, but I suspect
my job. If they did they would not make a simple ‘thank you’ will suffice.
this cut.”
Ann Golden Eglé, MCC is president of
CEOs perform a daily balancing act be- GV&A, Coaching for Success (formerly
tween their board, their executive team, Golden Visions Success Coaching); and can
their employees at large, the media, and be reached at ann@GVAsuccess.com, www.
general public. Individuals within each of GVAsuccess.com or 541/385-8887
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